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Introduction 
A classical theorem of DEL PEzzo gives for a surface, immersed in 
space Sn, with the property that the tangent planes at two arbitrary points 
mtersect, the following possibilities : 
1°. it is a surface, immersed in space S4, 
2°. it is a cone, 
3°. it is the surface of Veronese. 
See for instance [I, p. 370] 2) or [2, p. 429, as exercise]. 
BOMPIANI considers in [3] an extension of this theorem. Instead of 
tangent planes at two arbitrary points, he takes the tangent planes at 
a point P and at an arbitrary neighbouring point Q, in a neighbourhood 
of the second order of P. If these tangent planes intersect (for each point 
P), the surface is: 
immersed in a space S4, 
or it is a developable surface, 
or it is the surface of Veronese. 
So this local problem gives only an extension of the second possibility 
of the global problem. Now the surface of Veronese is characterized by 
the given local requirement, together with the requirement that the 
second osculating space (the linear space of least dimensionality containing 
the osculating planes at the considered point of all curves on the surface 
going through that point) at each point of the surface must be aSs (and 
not a 84). 
In this paper we consider surfaces with the property indicated in 
the title, an extension to higher dimensionality of the problems of 
1 ) This is a solution of the "Prijsvraag 1961-2" of "Ret Wiskundig Genootschap", 
see Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde 3, IX, no. 1 (1961), p. 51. 
2) For numbers within [ ] see references at the end of this paper. 
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Del Pezzo and Bompiani. We obtain as solutions of the local problem 
(see §I): 
I 0 • a surface, immersed in space 8s, 
2°. a surface, whose parametric vector equation can be written m 
one of the forms 
a. x=(a,b,c,y) 
b. x=(a,b,y,y') 
c. x= (a, y, y', y") 
d. X=(y,y',y",y'"). 
Here and in the following we mean with these forms in parentheses 
linear combinations of the given projective points; the coefficients 
are functions of the parameters u and v; y = y( u) ; a, b and c are 
fixed points. 
3:. a surface with parametric equations: 
xi= I, x2=u, x3=v, x4=u2, x5 =uv, 
x6=v2, x7=u3, xB=u2v, x9=uv2, xlO=v3, 
a generazilation of the surface of V eronese. 
Since the third osculating space (the linear space of least dimensionality 
containing the osculating three-dimensional spaces at the considered point 
of curves on the surface) at a point of I 0 • and 2°. is not a 89, the surface 
given in 3°. is characterized by the given local requirement, together with the 
requirement that the third osculating space must be a 89. 
Finally we show that only the possibilities: 
form solutions of the global problem (§ I4). 
§ I. The local problem 
Let a surface V2, immersed in a projective n-dimensional space 8n, 
be given in homogeneous coordinates by 
x=x(u, v). 
The coordinate functions are of class six, that means they are six times 
continuously differentiable 3 ). 
The osculating five-dimensional linear space 85 at a point X of v2 is 
the space determined by the points 
Here 
()i+kx 
Xik = oui ovk' 
1) In § 4 we use the continuity of the derivatives of sixth order. 
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and we suppose that the given points are linearly independent, so they 
determine a Ss. 
Let P and Q be points of V2, with curvilinear coordinates (u, v) and 
(U, V) respectively. If x refers toP and X refers to Q, the osculating five-
dimensional linear spaces at P and Q intersect in a plane if and only if: 
The matrix 
(1) [x, xw, x01, x2o, xn, xo2, X, Xw, X01, X2o, Xn, Xo2] 
has at most rank nine. 
If we suppose the points P and Q being joined by a curve of class 
five, determined by 
V=V(u), 
and we put 
U -u=h, dv =A du ' 
with derivatives of higher order A.', A.", etc., we can write: 
X = x + ( xw + xo1A )h + !(x2o + 2xnA + xo2A 2 + xo1A')h2 + -H xao + 3x21A + 
3x12A.2 +xoaA-3+ 3(xn +xo2A.)A.' +xo1A."}h3 + 2~{x4o+ 4xa1A+ 6x22A2+ 
4xlaA3 + Xo4A4 + 6(x21 + 2x12A + xoaA.2)A.' + 4(xn + xo2A.)A." + 3xo2A'2 + 
Xo1A."'}h4 + 1 h-{{xso + 5xuA.+ IOxa2A2 + 10x2aA3 + 5x14A4 +xosA-5 + 
10(xal + 3x22.A.+ 3xlaA2 +xo4A3)A.' + 15(xl2 +xoaA)A'2 + 10(x21 + 
2x12A +xoaA.2)A." +10xo2A.'A." + 5(xn +xo2A.)A."' +x01A.""}}h5, 
Xw = xw + (x2o + xnA.)h + !(xao + 2x21A + X12A2 + xnA.')h2 + i{x4o + 3xa1A + 
3x22A2 +x1aA3 + 3(x21 +x12A)A' +xnA."}h3 + :f4 {{xso + 4x41A + 6xa2A2 + 
4X2aA3 +x14A4 + 6(xa1 + 2x22A +x1a.A.2)A.' + 3X12A'2 + 4(X21 +x12A)A." + 
xnA."'}}h4, 
X01 =Xol + (xn +xo2A.)h + !(x21 + 2x12A +xoaA-2 +xo2A')h2 +-Hxal + 3x22A + 
3xlaA2 +xo4A3 + 3(X12 +xoaA.)A' +xo2.A."}h3 +:f4 {{x41 + 4xa2A + 6x2aA2+ 
4x1~3 +xosA-4 + 6(x22 + 2x13A +xo~2)A' + 3xoaA.'2 +4(x12 +xoaA.)A." + 
xo2A."'}}h4, 
X 20 = X2o + ( xao + xz1A )h + !( X4o + 2xalA + X22A 2 + xz1A.' )h2 + -H {X so+ 3x41A + 
3xa2A2 +x23A3 + 3(xal +x22A)A' + X21A."}}h3, 
Xn = xn + (x21 + X12A.)h + !(xal + 2x22A + x1sA2 + X12A')h2 + -H {x41 + 3xs2A + 
3x23A2 +x14A3 + 3(xz2 +x1aA.)A.' +x12A."}}h3 , 
Xo2 = Xo2 + (x12 + XoaA)h + !(x22 + 2x1aA + Xo4A2 +xoaA')h2 + H {xa2 + 3x2aA + 
3x14A.2 +xosA-3 + 3(x2a +x1~)A' + XoaA."}}h3. 
(The derivatives in the expressions between { { } } are to be evaluated 
for a value of the variable between u and U.) 
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Substituting these expansions in matrix (1), we obtain after linearly 
combining of columns and after taking the limit for h -+ 0, as a necessary 
condition: 
M ........ [x, x10, Xob X2o, xn, xoz, xao+x21A, X21 +x12A, X12+oaA, 
X4o + 3xa1A + 3xz2A 2 +x1aA3, Xal + 3x22A + 3xlaA 2 + xo4A3, 
Xoo + 5x41A + IOxa2A2 + 10xzaA3·+ 5x14A4 + XosJ.5] 
has at most rank nine, and this must happen independently of the chosen 
points P and Q and independently of the chosen curve, so it must occur 
identically in .?.. 
A surface satisfying this condition, is called a solution of the local problem. 
One could say: The osculating five-dimensional linear spaces at a point and 
at an arbitrary neighbouring point in a neighbourhood of the third order of 
the first point, interset in a plane. 
In the following we distinguish between two cases: 
Case A : The points 
II . . . . . x, x10, X01, X2o, xn, xo2, xao, X21, X12, xoa 
are linearly independent, so they determine a space S 9 (the 
osculating nine-dimensional linear space); 
Case B: The points II are linearly dependent, so the third osculating 
space is a space of lower dimensionality than nine. · 
This part of the paper contains a discussion of case A, in the second 
part we shall consider case B. 
CASE A 
§ 2. The dimensionality of the space of immersion 
Let the points II corresponding to the curvilinear coordinates (u0, v0) 
be chosen as vertices 
of the simplex of reference. We obtain from the condition of § 1: 
The coordinates xk, (k> 11), of the points 
are zero and this holds at all values of .?.. But then this is also true for 
the points 
This is the case at all values of u0, vo (on the range of definition of the 
surface}, so the partial derivatives of fourth order are linearly dependent 
of x and the partial derivatives of lower order. 
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Lemma: If the partial derivatives of fourth order are linearly dependent 
of x and those of lower order, the space of immersion of the surface is 89. 
Proof: 
Let the dimensionality of space Sn containing the surface, be higher 
than nine. Consider the matrix with the coordinates of the ten points II 
as rows. These points being linearly independent, the matrix contains a 
square matrix of rank ten. Suppose this is the matrix of the first ten rows 
and columns. We equate to zero the determinant with the coordinates 
(k> 10), 
of a variable point of Sn as first row and with the corresponding coordinates 
of the points II as the other rows. Thus we obtain the equation of a 
hyperplane H. This hyperplane is independent of u and v, it is a fixed 
hyperplane, containing the surface V2• For, according to the linear depend-
ency of the partial derivatives of fourth order of x and those of lower 
order and according to the rules of differentiating a determinant, we have 
that each coefficient ex} of Xi in the equation of H satisfies the partial 
differential equation: 
oeti 
ou = f(u, v) eti, (f(u, v) independent of j), 
which gives: 
eti =eF(u,v) rpi(v). 
In the same manner we get from 
oeti 
i}V = g(u, v) eti 
that 
eti = eG(u,v) 1pi(u), 
so we can write for H: 
and also: 
so 
rpi(v) : 1pi(u) =rpi(v) : 1pi(u), 
rpi(v) : rpi(v) =1pi(u) : 1pi(u) 
and H can be given by 
independently of u and v. 
The coefficient of Xk does not vanish. By taking for k respectively 
II, 12, ... , n+ l, we deduce that the surface is lying in the intersection 
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of (n+l)-10 different hyperplanes, so it is immersed in Sg. (The dimen• 
sionality cannot be lower, for the ten points II are independent). 
Remark: For analytic coordinate functions the lemma is a direct 
consequence of the expansion in series. 
§ 3. Condition for a stationary osculating Sa at a point x of a curve on a 
surface 
A curve, tangent at a point x of a surface to the line determined by 
x and x10 + AXo1, is said to be in the direction of A. 




x'" = xao + 3A' xu+ A." Xo1 
x"" =X4o+ 6A'x21 + 4A."xu + 3A'2xoz +A111XQ1. 
Lemma: On a surface which is a solution of the local problem, it is 
possible to determine at each point x(u0 , vo) values for A', A.", A111 , corresponding 
to A=O, in such a way that x"" is linearly dependent of x, x', x", X111 • 
Proof: 
Since the surface is immersed in 8 9 , we can write: 
(2) 
X4o = a1x+a2x1o+aaxo1 +a4xzo+a5xu +a6xo2+a7xao+asx21 +a9x12+a1oxoa 
Xa1 = b1x+bzx1o+baxo1 +b4Xzo+b5xu +b6xoz+b7xao+bsx21 +b9X12+b10xoa 
X22 = C1X+C2Xw+C3X01 +C4Xzo+C5X11 +c6Xoz+C7Xao+CsX21 +C9X12+C1oX03 
X5o = /rx+/zx1o+faxo1 +I 4Xzo+/5xu +/6xo2+hxao+fsx21 +f9X1z+f10xoa 
X41 = f]1X+f]2X1o+f]aXo1 +fJ4X2o+f]5X11 +fJ6Xo2+[/7X3o+f]sX21 +fJ9X12+f]1oXo3, 
the coefficients a1, ... , [110 being functions of u and v. The matrix condition 
of§ 1 gives that in each point x of the surface V2, the determinants formed 
by the first 9 columns and respectively the lOth, 11th and 12th column 





3c1o- 3bg +as= 0, 
Thus we have: 
/Io = 0, (coefficient of A_O) 
5g1o-fg=0, (coefficient of }.1) 
(coefficient of ).2). 
(3) ~ a10 = ag = b10 =fro= 0, b9 = 3c1o, ( as= 6cw, fg= 5[!10· 
Now 
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/9 =a6+asb9 =a6+ l8c1o2 (coefficient of X12) 
g1o =aa+ascw=aa+ 6cw2 (coefficient of xoa). 
( 5) X4o = a1x + a2x1o + aaxo1 + a4X2o + a5xn- 3cw2Xo2 + a7xao + 6c10x21· 
Choosing now at u = uo, v = vo, .A.= 0: 
A' -ClO 
.A." - H a5 + 3a7Cio) 
.A."' = -aa -a4c1o- !a1(a5 + 3a7c10), 
it follows that 
x"" is linearly dependent of x, x', x", x"'. 
A curve y on V 2 and passing through x being given, we can change the 
parameters on v2 such that the u-curve at X is tangent to y. Now the 
Sa, osculating at x to y, is stationary if and only if .A.', .A." and .A."' have at 
x the chosen values. 
Using arbitrary curvilinear coordinates and taking an arbitrary direction 
.A., the corresponding values of A', .A." and .A."' are of course also to determine. 
So a necessary condition for a stationary Sa, osculating to y at a point 
x(u, v) of V2, IS: 
.A.' is a certain function of u, v and A. 
(In fact we can deduce: 
A.'= -c10 + (a7- 2bs +cg)A + (2b7- cs) 22 + c7A.3). 
§ 4. A two-parameter family of three-dimensional curves on V2 
The relation 
A'= f(u, v, A.) 
or 
d2v ( dv) du2 = f u, v, du 
can be considered as a differential equation of the second order. A (one-
parameter) family of solution curves of this differential equation is taken 
as new u-curves. Along these curves we have A.= A.'= 0, but also c10 = 0, 
for A1 = - CIO· 
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Relations (3) and (4) give: 
as=as=bg=O. 
Therefore we can write: 
Reducing 
(x4o)v- (xsl)u ~ 0 
the coefficient of X12 must vanish: 
as=bs. 
In the same manner the coefficient of· Xos in 
must vanish: 
bs=O and as=O. 
Finally, in 
(x4o)vv- (X22)uu = 0 
the coefficient of xo3 must vanish: 
as=O. 
Thus we find: 
X4o = (x, xw, X2o, Xso), 
the u-curves are three-dimensional curves [2, p. 5]. 
Since a second-order differential equation'has a two-parameter family 
of solutions, there are on a surface which is a solution of the local problem, 
oo2 many three-dimensional curves' .(One curve passing through a given 
point in a given direction). These curves are called in the following para-
graphs: k-curves. 
§ 5. Proof that the k-curves are cubic curves 
A point X on a f!Urface v2 being given, we can introduce local coordinates 
in such a way that a point whose coordinates in the general coordinate 
system are given by 
x1x + x2x1o + x8xo1 + x4x2o + 2x5xl.l + x6xo2 + x7xso + 3x8X21 + 3x9x12 + x10xos 
has local coordinates proportional to 
A k-curve passing through a point xis entirely lying in the Ss, determined 
by the points 
fork is lying in the space determined by x, x', x" and x"'. At fixed x we 
vary A., then all k-curves passing through x, are lying in the locus V~ of 
this linear space Ss, so the surface V 2 is also lying in this Vg. 
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A parametric representation of V~ in local coordinates is: 
x1=(l1, x2=(l2, x3=ea, x4=(l4, xs=es, x6=e6, 
x7 = (17, xs = (l7A, x9 = (l7A2, xW = (l7A3. 
A k-curve, not passing through a point P, can be obtained as inter-
section of the variety V~ at P and the linear space Sa of k. Now V~ is a 
third-degree variety, so k is a cubic curve. 
§ 6. Solution of case A 
On the surface V 2 we take a point 01 and two k-curves passing through 
01, k1 and k2. As the space of immersion of V2 is S9, we can choose a 
k-curve k3 , having the following properties: 
ka has no intersection with the second osculating space Ss 
at 01; 
ka intersects k1 and k2 (in the points 0 7 and Ow). 
The points 02 and 04 are such that the lines 0102 and 0 704 are the tangents 
and the planes 010402 and 070402 are the osculating planes of k1 at 01 
and 0 7. In the same manner, but with respect to k2 and k3, we determine 
the points 0 3 and 06, respectively the points 0 8 and 0 9, see the figure. 
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The surface Vz is projected from the Sa determined by 07, Os, Og, 01o 
on the space S5 , osculating at 01 to Vz. This projection surface in Ss is 
called W2• The cubic k-curves on Vz are projected in a family of oo2 
conics on W2 (The curves intersect the space from which they are 
projected!). 
Thus we find that the surface W2, immersed in Ss, sustains a two-
parameter family of conics, it is a surface of Veronese [1, p. 369 or 2, 
p. 427]. 
Taking the points Oi (together with a point Os in the Ss osculating at 
0 1 to V2) as vertices of the simplex of reference, 0 5 and the unit point 
can be determined in such a way that Wz is given by 
Now the points 01, Oz, Oa, 04, Os, Os are (with respect to Wz) just the 
points x, x10, x01, xzo, xn, Xoz, with curvilinear coordinates u = 0, v = 0. 
Taking on V2 as parametric curves the originals of those conics on W2, 
which are given by v=constant and u=constant, V2 can be written as 
~ x1= 1 x2=u x3=v, x4=uz, x5=uv, x6=vz, 
Vz ( x7,=h(u,v),' xB=fs(u,v), x9=f9(u,v), x10 =f10(u,v). 
As 
au+bv=c 
determines the two-parameter family of conics on W2, this relation 
determines on V2 the two-parameter family of cubics. Therefore the 
degree of the functions /7, fs, f9 and f10 is three. Finally, a consequence 
of our choise of the points 07, 0 8, Og, 010 is that the unit point can be 
determined in such a way that 
h=u3, fs=u2v, fg=uv2, /Io=v3 • 
Summarizing, we can say: 
A solution of the local problem, with linearly independent points II, is a 
surface in S9 and it can be written in the form: 
x1 = 1, x2 =u, x3 =v, x4=u2, x5=uv, x6 =v2, 
x7=ua, xB=uzv, x9=uv2, x10=va. 
However, this surface is a solution of the global problem too, for an 
actual calculation gives: 
The rank of 
is nine, at all values of u, v and U, V (notation as in § 1). 
Remark: 
Instead of this "constructive" determination of the surface, we can 
use a theorem of [1, p. 367, 368] (a little modified): 
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If a surface V2 sustains an algebraic family a of cx:>2 curves 
of degree three, such that two general curves of a intersect in 
one and only one variable point, then V2 is a surface which can 
be written in the form given above, or it is a projection of this 
surface; the cubics are determined by the relation 
au+bv=c. 
In our problem the conditions of this theorem are satisfied: 
The surface is the intersection of the varieties q of its points (§ 5), 
so it is an algebraic surface. As intersection of a V~ and a Sa, the k-curves 
are algebraic(§ 5). Now we show that two general curves k1 and k2 cannot 
intersect in (at least) two variable points. If k1 and k2 intersect in P and 
Q, k1 is in the Sa determined by Q and the plane osculating to k1 at P; 
k2 is in the Sa determined by Q and the plane osculating to k2 at P. Both 
spaces Sa are in the Ss determined by Q and the Ss osculating at P to the 
surface. But this space S 6 is determined by the S 5 of P and the Sa of h. 
As this holds for all pairs k1 and kt of curves passing through P, the whole 
surface would be immersed in that S6, a contradiction with § 2. 
Finally, the surface cannot be a projection of V2, the dimensionality 
of the surface being at least nine. 
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